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EvALVATION OF TORSIONAL PROVISIONS IN
 
SEISMIC CODES
 
By Ani! K. Chopra,' and Rakesh K. Goel,> 
ABSTRACT: The effects of plan asymmetry on the earthquake response of code­
designed, one-story systems are identified with the objective of evaluating how well 
these effects are represented by torsional provisions in building codes. The earth­
quake-induced deformations and ductility demands on resisting elements of asym­
metric-plan systems, designed according to several different codes, are compared 
with their values if the systcm plan were symmetric. The presented results dcm­
onstrate that the design eccentricity in building codes should he modified in order 
to achicve the desirable goal of similar ductility demands on asymmetric-plan and 
symmetric-plan systems. The design eccentricity should be defined differently for 
elastic and inelastic systems; in the latter casc, it should vary with the design force 
level or anticipatcd dcgree of inelastic action. However, it does not appcar possible 
to reduce the additional element deformations due to plan asymmetry by modifying 
the design eccentricity; these deformations should be provided for in building 
design. 
INTRODUCTION 
The evaluation of torsional provisions in building codes based on com­
puted responses of elastic, asymmetric-plan systems has been the subject of 
numerous studies in the past (Chandler and Hutchinson 1987; Humar 1984; 
Poole 1977; Rutenberg and Pekau 1983, 1987, 1989; Tso and Meng 1981). 
Several of these investigations have suggested a larger eccentricity, com­
pared with current codes, in order to reflect the dynamic amplification of 
the torsional response arising from plan asymmetry. However, because the 
effects of plan asymmetry may differ significantly between elastic and ine­
lastic systems (Goel and Chopra 1990), these conclusions may not be directly 
applicable to code-designed buildings, which are expected to deform sig­
nificantly beyond the yield limit during intense ground shaking. Similarly, 
even the results of some inelastic response studies (Esteva 1987; Irvine and 
Kountouris 1980; Kan and Chopra 1981) may not be applicable to code­
designed systems because the assumed plan-wise distribution of structural 
strength is not representative of code-designed buildings, and the strength 
distribution can significantly influence inelastic structural response (Goel 
and Chopra 1990). 
The inelastic response of systems with plan-wise strength distribution 
representative of code-designed buildings was a subject of two recent in­
vestigations that reached different conclusions (Rutenberg et a1. 1989, Tso 
and Hongshan 1990). In one of these investigations (Tso and Hongshan 
1990), the strength eccentricity of code-designed systems was determined 
to be approximately zero even if their stiffness eccentricity is large, and the 
ductility demands on the resisting elements of asymmetric-plan systems were 
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 shown to be about the same as if the plan were symmetric. The other study   
(Rutenberg et al. 1989) demonstrated that the largest ductility demand    
among all the resisting elements may not occur in flexible-side elements,  
although they experience the largest deformation, but in stiff-side elements;,  i   
moreover, in contrast to conclusions reached by Tso and Hongshan (1990),     
the peak ductility demand in asymmetric-plan systems was shown in many      
cases to significantly exceed that in symmetric-plan systems.  tl      . 
However, both investigations were concerned with the earthquake re­   
sponse of structural system with three resisting elements, all oriented along    
the direction of ground motion and none in the perpendicular direction—    l r ection­
system that may experience significantly larger torsional motions thana   
systems with resisting elements in each direction (Goel and Chopra 1990).  a   
Furthermore, in implementing the code design, these studies did not pre­   
clude the possibility of the design force for  stiff-side element falling belowl  t  i ilit   t  i    a ti i  l t lli  l  
its symmetric-plan value. Because most actual buildings invariably includeit  t i l  l .  t t l il i  i i l  i l  
resisting elements in both lateral directions to provide resistance to the twor sisti  l ts i  t  l t r l ir ti s t  r i  r sist  t  t  t  
horizontal components of ground motion, and because several codes andri t l ts f r  ti ,  s  s r l s  
general design practice may not permit element design forces to be reducede eral esi  ractice a  t er it ele e t esi  f rces t  e re ce  
below their symmetric-plan values, the conclusions of Rutenberg et al. (1989)el  t eir s etric- la  al es, t e c cl si s f te er  et al. ( ) 
and Tso and Hongshan (1990) may be restricted to the system consideredand so and ongshan (1990) ay be restricted to the syste  considered 
and the underlying assumptions, and therefore they are not generally ap­and the underlying assu ptions, and therefore they are not generally ap­
plicable. Obviously, there is need for more comprehensive investigation toplicable. bviously, there is need for ore co prehensive investigation to 
develop a better understanding of the plan-wise distribution of strength indevelop a better understanding of the plan- ise distribution of strength in 
code-designed systems and their response behavior in order to evaluate andcode-designed syste s and their response behavior in order to evaluate and 
improve code provisions.i prove code provisions. 
Aimed toward fulfilling this need, the main objective of this work is toli       
investigate the effects of plan asymmetry on the earthquake response ofts     f 
code-designed, one-story systems and to determine how well these effects f  
are represented by torsional provisions in building codes. For this purpose,       .   , 
we first determine how the design provisions in various codes influence the            
element design forces. Subsequently, the deformation and ductility demandsl t i  . tl , t  ti   tilit   
on resisting elements of asymmetric-plan systems are compared with their r sisti  l ts f s tri - l  s st s r  r  it  t ir 
values if the system plan were symmetric. Based on these results, deficienciesl s if t  s st  l  r  s tri . s   t s  r s lts, fi i i s 
in code provisions are identified and improvements suggested.i  c e r isi s are i e tifie  a  i r e e ts s este . 
TORSIONAL PROVISIONS IN SEISMIC CODES  
Method for Computing Design Forces 
The design force  specified in building codes is usually much smaller V i   
than the strength Va required for the system to remain elastic during intense   
ground shaking. Instead of computing the base shear from code formulas,     
which would result in different values according to different codes, the base r t r t  
shear is defined as    
V =v=\Vo~ Va (1)(1) 
where R =  a reduction factor that depends on the capacity of the system      
to safely undergo inelastic deformation during intense ground shaking. Thus, ti    
the element design forces according to various codes would differ only as r  
result of differences in the torsional provisions in the various codes.a   . 
In a one-story, symmetric-plan system, the design force V is applied at    
the center of stiffness (CS). If the floor diaphragm is rigid, all resisting  ss     
elements along the direction of ground motion undergo the same lateral    
 displacement u, the lateral resisting force in the elements is and the 
total resisting force
 V =  Kyu; in which  and y = the lateral stiffness of
 kjyu,  
y  kjyj  K  
the r element and the total system, respectively. Thus, the design force/ lh  in 
the r resisting element is (kjKy ) V, and the forces are distributed toy'th   jyI  t   the 
elements in proportion to their lateral stiffnesses or rigidities.
 sses   
In asymmetric-plan systems, the design force V is applied in an ecc:entric e t  
manner from the CS at a distance equal to design eccentricity, ed' which d,  is 
defined in the next section. Under the action of the resulting torque 
the rigid roof deck will undergo rotation  of  edV1Kes>d / Ss, where  K6se  =  %kjy (x'j)2  ~Zkixyj is the torsional stiffness about the CS, in which x',- = Xf ­
      edV, 
X ')2 + Iki,<YT is the torsional stif nes  about the CS, in which X'j =
eess;; xXjj = the distance of the ;'th element oriented in the Y-direction from the= the distance of the r ele ent oriented in the -direction fro  
center of mass (CM); = the stiffness eccentricity, i.e., the distance be­center of ass ( ); eess = the stiffness eccentricity, i.e., the distance 
tween the CM and the CS; and yt == the location of the i th element onenltedt een the C  and the CS; and Yi the location of the ('"' ele ent oriented 
in the ^-direction. Thus, the design force in the /"' element along the di­in the X-direction. Thus, the design force in the r ele ent along the 
rection of ground motion isrection of ground motion is 
kjy , edV I 
= K it + K (- x )kjy .••••...••••..•••••..•••••...••••••Vj,  ^  V ^ ( - * ' , ) * *	 (2) 
y as 
The second term represents the element force associated with its defor­  
mation resulting from deck rotation and thus the change in element force  t 
due to plan asymmetry. Obviously, the torsion-induced forces are distrib­ 
uted to the various resisting elements in proportion to their torsional stiff­    
nesses or rigidities.  i i iti . 
Design Eccentricity 
Most building codes require that the lateral earthquake force at each floor   
level of an asymmetric-plan building be applied eccentrically relative to the   ll  
center of stiffness. The design eccentricity ed specified in most seismic codes Q  i   
is of the form {Earthquake  1988)i     ( t  Resistanti t t  
<?d = a-es s  $b	 . (3a)ed e  + I3  
ed = oesBe, - I3bp 	 . (3b) 
where b the plan dimension of the building perpendicular to the direction=   l r   
of ground motion; and a,  13,( , and 80 = specified coefficients. For eachi  t .   ele­
ment, the ed value leading to the larger design force is to be used. Conse­,          i    . 
quently,  is the design eccentricity for elements within the flexible-sidetl , (3a)( ) i  t  i  tri it  f r l t  it i  t  tl itll -sidl  
of the building, and  is the design eccentricity for the stiff-side elementsf t  il i ,  (3b)( ) i  t  i  tri it  f r t  tiff-side l : t  
(Fig. 1). 
The coefficients, a,a, and 0 vary among building codes
(K - I)­
he coefficients, 13p a  8 ar  a  il i  c es (Earthquake 
1988; "Tentative Provisions" 1978). For example, the UniformResistantesistant 1988; " entative rovisions" 1978). r exa ple, 
Building Code (UBC-88) and Applied Technology Council (A TC-3) 
visions specifyi i  i  p13 = 0.05 and.   a =  8 =  1, with  =  1 implying no dYll1arnic 
il i   ( - )  li  l  il ( TC-3) pro­
0 , it  a i l i   ynami  
amplification of torsional response; the Mexico Federal District Code (MFDC­li i ti   t i l ; t  i  l i t i t  
0.1, 8 1, and a 1.5, which implies dynamic ampli­77)) specifies 13p = , 0 ==  == 
 
fication; the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC-85) specifies p =
i ti ; t  ti l il i     / "n/~F'
 
0.1,
 a =  1.5, and 8 = 0.5; and the New Zealand CodeL...""UUIIU (NZC-84) species
0 
P = 0.1 and  = 8 = 1.13	 .  a 0
The first term in (3) involving
 es is intended to account for the coupled    
lateral-torsional response of the building arising from lack of symmetry in   f rn t  
plan, whereas the second term is included to consider torsional effects due   ts 
to factors not explicitly considered, e.g., the rotational component of ground  t f 
motion about  vertical axis, differences between computed and actual val­ a s     
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FIG. 1.. Idealized One-Story System; Elements  and  Are Equidistant from CM;  1  2 t e  
the Mass, Stiffness, and Strength Properties Are Symmetrical about X-Axis   
ues of stiffnesses, yield strengths, and dead-load masses, and unforeseeable ,  f  
unfavorable distribution of live-load masses. This accidental eccentricity,l     
pfe, which is  fraction of the plan dimension,  is obviously considered inf3b   a    b,    
design to be on either side of the CS. It is considered even in the design of  .     f 
symmetric-plan systems, in which case it becomes the total design eccen­ ,         
tricity, because s = 0.O.,  es  
Element Design Forces 
The element design forces for an asymmetric-plan system are given by   
(2), with the design eccentricity, erf, defined by (3a) or (3£>). The first valued    b).  
of ed will lead to the larger design force in an element in the flexible-side fl i l  
of the building.  
kjy f3bV I ] <*esV , ][aesVV ,j = K- ^V + -K ~(-x'^k(-xj) iyj  + -- (-x)kjy (4)[ (-*',•)*/> ( )Kyy Ka9s, Ka,9s 
and the second value of  ed results in the larger design force in stiff-sidestif  
elements 
-$bVkKjy - f3bV I ] [oesV8^y , ]V, = — (-x'j)kb + - (-xj)kjy '" (5)j -K V + -K -x)kjy [ (-*';)*/,y 9s K 9s 
The first term in (4) and (5) is the element force if the system plan is    
symmetric (cess = 0), and the second term arises from plan asymmetry. Thus,,  
the element design forces for buildings with symmetrical plan are 
 ijy  + $bV = k V + (3bV kjvlx'jl (6)VKvja ( )K y K ss 
wherein the first terms of (4) and (5) have been rewritten to emphasize that    
element forces always increases because of accidental eccentricity, with this    
increase being larger from codes with larger values of (3. For brevity, dy­ .  
namic response results are presented in this paper only for systems designed   
[using (4-6)] without consideration of accidental eccentricity.  parallel set   A  
of results including accidental eccentricity considerations is available in Goel    
and Chopra (1990).  
The design force, h in a resisting element of the asymmetric-plan systemVj ,     
of Fig. 1, normalized by the design force Vjo, in the element if the system  ja   
plan is symmetric, is shown in Fig.  for several codes. The ratio jo also    2 V/Vjo also 
is equal to the ratio of the yield deformation of the element in asymmetric- i    ­
plan and symmetric-plan systems. In calculating V, and Vjo, the accidental j ja>  
eccentricity fib is ignored. The second term, arising from plan asymmetry,(3    
is always additive for flexible-side resisting elements, (4), leading to larger  
design forces; this term is subtractive for stiff-side elements (5), resultingi  ; t i  t  i  t ti   ti i  l t  , lti
in smaller design forces because 8  in all codes. The increase in designi  ll  i    0 > 0 i  ll .  i  i  i
force for  flexible-side element grows with and the coefficient a t  ffi ient in thef r  f r a fl i l -si  l t r s it  ess  i  t  design code (Fig. 2). Thus, among the building codes considered, NBCC-esi  c e ( i . ). s, a  t e il i  c es c si ere , ­
and  which specify  = 1.5, lead to the largest increase in the85 a  MFDC-77,- , ic  s ecif  aa = . , lea  t  t e lar est i crease i  t e 
which specify  1, resultdesign force, anddesign force, and UBC-88,-88, A TC-3,TC-3, andand NZC-84,Z -84, hich specify aa = 1, result 
in the smallest increase. The decrease in the design force for  resistingin the s allest increase. he decrease in the design force for aa resisting
element within the stiff side of the building grows with es and the coefficientele ent ithin the stiff side of the building gro s ith es and the coefficient 8 in the design code (Fig. 2). Thus, among the codes considered,oin the design code (Fig. 2). Thus, a ong the codes considered, UBC-88,UBC-88,
ATC-3,  and  all of which specify 8 = 1, lead to aA TC-3, MFDC-77,FDC-77, and NZC-84,NZC-84, all of hich specify 0 = 1, lead to a 
decrease in the design force that is greater than from NBCC-85, whichdecrease in t.he design force that is greater than fro  N BCC-85, which 
specifies 8 = 0.5.specifies 0 = 0.5. 
Such reduction in design forces for stiff-side elements is not permitted by i      
several building codes, e.g.,  Peru, and India UBC-88,  (Earthquakee Resistant 
1988). According to these codes, the element design forces should be in­ 
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FIG. 2. Element Design Force Vj in Asymmetric-Plan System Computed for Sev­}  
eral Design Codes Normalized by Its Value Vjo, if System Plan is Symmetric j '   
 creased due to plan asymmetry, but not reduced below their values for a   
symmetric-plan system, implying that the second term in (5) must be ig­
    i
nored. However, other codes and recommendations, e.g., A TC-3, MFDC
 TC-3, ­
77,, NBCC-85,, and NZC-84,, apparently do not explicitly preclude such re­   r
duction in element design forces, thus leaving open this possibility in the
  t   
design process. 
The 1977 Mexico Federal District Code (MFDC-77) specified the design 
eccentricity by (3) with 1.5, 8(5 1, and  p13 0.1 {Earthquake(  Resistantt t 
  { ie  
    a = = = 
1988). The 1987 edition of the code, MFDC-87,  imposes the additional.     
requirement that element strengths shall be such that the strength eccen­
tricity, p, and the stiffness eccentricity,ss  e"s, have the same sign; ep >2: es ­
   t  
ep 
 
0.2b when Q :S< 3, and,  epp 2:> es -— 0.16 when  (Gomez and Garcia-
O.lb  Q > 3  ­
Ranz 1988), where  is related to the reduction factor  for medium-period Q    R;;  
and long-period systems, Q =  R. The additional requirements of MFDC   ­
if not satisfied by the element forces from  may be met by87,,         MFDC-77,,     
increasing the strengths of stiff-side elements, as shown in Fig. 2, or by the    i e ,    . ,    
undesirable alternative of decreasing the strengths of flexible-side elements.i l  lt ti   i  t  t t   l i l i  l t . 
Overstrength 
The total lateral design force is generally increased due to plan asymmetry     
because for each resisting element the more unfavorable of the two values le   
of ed (3) is used to compute the design force and because some codes specifyd    
that the design force for any resisting element should not be smaller than  r  
its value if the system plan were symmetric. Buildings designed according  
to  or ATC-3 possess the lowest strength, whereas those designed UBC-88  T -3    
by  generally possess the largest strength. However, for large NBCC-85  ll   t  l t t t . ,  l  
of the stiffness eccentricity, systems designed by  have thevaluesl s f t  stiff ss tri it , s st s si   MFDC-87-   t  
largest strength because of the aforementioned additional constraint on thel r st str t  s  f t  f r ti ed iti l str i t  t  
strength eccentricity (Goel and Chopra 1990). The strength increases withstre t  ecce tricit  ( ael a  ra ). e stre t  i creases it  
eessand is larger if reduction in design forces of stiff-side elements is precluded.a  is lar er if re cti  i  esi  f rces f stiff-si e ele e ts is recl e . 
INELASTIC RESPONSE 
Code-designed buildings typically possess  yield force much smaller than  a r  
that required for this system to remain elastic during intense ground shaking.   
Thus, the yield force for the system is defined by (1) and the element yield    t  
forces are determined in accordance with the torsional provisions of various  t i  i   it  t  t i l i i   i  
codes. The inelastic response of systems designed according to  is.  i l ti  r  f t  i  r i  t  UBC-88-  i  
investigated first and is subsequently compared with systems designed ac­i ti t  fir t  is tl  r  it  t  i  a ­
cording to several other codes.r i  t  r l t r . 
From  design point of view, it would be useful to know how the defor­ a  l 
mations and ductility demands of resisting elements in an asymmetric-plan   
system differ from those in the corresponding symmetric-plan system. For r      l  .  
this purpose, presented in this investigation are the deformations M, and ,       ti s U i  ductility demands p,,- of resisting elements in the asymmetric-plan system,tilit   J-li f r i ti  l t  i  t  tri - l  t ,
normalized by u„ and \x,0, the respective response quantities of the corre­r alize   U o a  J-lm the respective response quantities of the corre­
sponding symmetric-plan system. Thiss i  s tri - l  s st . is isis aa system withs st  it  ess = 0, but mass m,,, t ss 
lateral stiffnesslateral stiff ess Kyv,, torsional stiffnesst rsi al stiff ess Kes about the CS, and element stiff­9s a t t  ,  ele e t stiff­
the same as in the asymmetric-plan system (Goel and Chopranessesnesses kk jyjy the sa e as in the asy etric-plan syste  ( ael and hopra1990).1990). 
The normalized response quantities u,lu0 and (x,-/jx0, for the system of Fig.    / o  J-l/J-lo,     . 
are presented in the form of response spectra for the first 6.3 sec of the1 are r t  i  t e f   r  t   t  i t .    t  
S00E component of the 1940 El Centra ground motion applied in theOO  t f t   l tro r  ti  li  i  t  Y-­
 direction. This excitation and its response spectra with various frequency
  
regions identified are available in earlier investigations (Goel and Chopra
      
1990; Veletsos and Vann 1971). Because these responses are affected very
  ted  
little by the accidental eccentricity (Goel and Chopra 1990), it is not included
   
in computing the design forces for the resisting elements of the asymmetric-  f ­
plan system and its corresponding symmetric-plan system. Two types of l   f 
asymmetric-plan systems are considered: In the first system, the code design 
force for the stiff-side element can be smaller than the design force of the    f  
same element in the corresponding symmetric-plan system. In the second  l     
type, such  reduction is precluded. Each resisting element oriented along a    t t   
the ground-motion direction is idealized as elastic-perfectly lastic, with itst  ti  i ti  i  i li   l ti rfectly l ti , it  it  
yield force defined by the design force; the perpendicular elements are takeni l   i   t  i  ; t  i l r l t   t  
as elastic, an assumption that has little influence on the response (Goel ands l sti ,  ss ti  t t s littl  i fl   t  r s s  ( l  
Chopra 1990). Several parameters of the system are assigned values as shownr  ). r l r t rs f t  s st  r  ssi  l s s s  
in the figures. These include the normalized stiffness eccentricity ejr, wherei  t e fi res. ese i cl e t e r alize  stiff ess ecce tricit  c/r, ere 
= the radiusthe radius of gyration of the rigid deck about the CM; ratioof gyration of the rigid deck about the ; ratio O.n = co9/rr  Wei 
u> of the uncoupled torsional and lateral vibration frequencies; and the modalW of the uncoupled torsional and lateral vibration frequencies; and the modal 
damping ratio £. Further, we select w)w = 0.5 because theda ping ratio £. Further, e select u>Ju>= =1 and1 and -y"Ix v =0.5 because the 
response of code-designed systems, which possess ep « es, is affected littleresponse of code-designed syste s, hich possess cp < < en is affected little by tov/w, the ratio of the uncoupled, lateral vibration frequencies, and theby w)w, the ratio of the uncoupled, lateral vibration frequencies, and the 
ratio yx of the torsional stiffness due to the resisting elements orientedratio "Ix of the torsional stiffness due to the resisting elements oriented 
perpendicular to the direction of ground motion to the total torsional stiff­perpendicular to the direction of ground motion to the total torsional stiff­
ness of the system at CS. For specified  of these parameters, theness of the system at CS. For specified valuesvalues of these parameters, the 
locations and stiffness of the resisting elements in the system of Fig.  canlocations and stiffness of the resisting elements in the system of Fig. 11 canbe computed as described in Appendix B of Goel and Chopra (1990).be computed as described in Appendix B of Goel and Chopra (1990). 
Systems Designed by UBC-88C-88 
The deformations of resisting elements in the system designed according     
to  may be significantly affected by plan asymmetry, as indicated UBC-88 tl  ted   
by the deviation of utlu0 or |x,/(x0 from unity (Fig. 3). Plan asymmetry tends    / o  fL/fLo   . .    
to reduce the deformation of the stiff-side element in medium-period, ve­t   t  ti   t  ti i  l t i  i i , 
locity-sensitive systems and increase the deformation of the flexible-sidel it iti  t   i  t  ti   t  l i l i  
element, compared with their respective deformations in the correspondingl t, r  it  t ir r ti  f r ti s i  t  rr i
symmetric-plan system. However, the effects of plan asymmetry on elements etric- la  s ste . e er, t e effects f la  as etr   ele e t 
deformations are small for short-period, acceleration-sensitive systems, andef r ati s are s all f r s rt- eri , accelerati -se siti e s ste s, a  
negligible for long-period, displacement-sensitive systems. The increasednegligible for long-period, displace ent-sensitive syste s. he increased 
strength of the system, resulting from the restriction that the stiff-side ele­strength of the syste , resulting fro  the restriction that the stiff-side ele­
ment design force must not fall below its symmetric-plan value, affects theent design force ust not fall belo  its sy etric-plan value, affects the 
response ratio, u,luD, in a manner consistent with the effects of strengthresponse ratio, u/uo , in a anner consistent with the effects of strengthincrease on the response of  (SDF) systems (Ve­increase on the response of single-degree-of-freedomsingle-degree-of-freedom (SDF) syste s (Ve­
letsos and Vann 1971).letsos and Vann 1971). 
The ratio (V|A0 of the element and ductility demands in an asymmetric-fL/fLo   ­
plan system and the corresponding symmetric-plan system also are shown l   
in Fig. 3. If the design force for the stiff-side element is permitted to be . .  i e t tt   
smaller than its value in the corresponding symmetric-plan system, over l   a  
wide range of periods the element ductility demand is significantly largeri    i  t  l t tilit   i  i i i tly l  
due to plan asymmetry, primarily because the yield deformation of the t  l  t , i il   t  i l  tion f t  
element is smaller in asymmetric-plan systems if reduction in its design forcel t is ll r i  tri - l  t  if r ti  i  it  i  f r  
is permitted (Fig. 2). However, if reduction in the element design force isis er itte  ( i . ). e er, if re cti  i  t e ele e t esi  f rce is 
precluded,precluded, fL/fLoy»J\x,0 =u/uo because the yield deformations of this element are= uju0because the yield deformations of this element are identical in the symmetric-plan and asymmetric-plan systems, and the pre­identical in the sy etric-plan and asy etric-plan syste s, and the pre­
viously presented observations on how deformations are affected by planviously presented observations on ho  defor ations are affected by plan 
asymmetry also apply to ductility demand. The ductility demand on theasy etry also apply to ductility de and. The ductility de and on the 
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Systems Designed by UBC-88i S  
flexible-side element is significantly reduced because of plan asymmetry,  tl      
with exceptions at few periods (Fig. 3), because the yield deformation of i . , tion f 
this element in the code-designed asymmetric-plan system is significantly   l     
larger than in the symmetric-plan system (Fig. 2). These trends are unaf­      . .    
fected by whether the design force reduction for the stiff-side elements isf t   t r t  i  f r  r ti  f r t  tiff- i e l t  i  
permitted or not (Fig. 3), primarily because the yield deformation of ther itt  r t ( i . ), ri ril  s  t  i l  f r tion f t  
flexible-side element is unaffected by such reduction (Fig. 2).fl i l -si  l t is ff ted  s  r ti  ( i . 2). 
The preceding results have demonstrated that the response of systems     
with and without reduction in the stiff-side element design force, arising i e t  
from plan-asymmetry, may differ significantly. In particular, the ductility l t ,  i r i i i tl .  ti l , t  tilit
demand on the stiff-side element may increase significantly because of plan  t  ti i  l t  i  i i i tly   l  
asymmetry when reduction in the stiff-side element design force is permitted.tr   r ti  i  t  tiff- i  l t i  f r  i  r itt .
Since it is desirable that the element ductility demands be similar whetheri  it is sir l  t t t  l t tilit  s  si il r t r 
the plan is symmetric or not, the presented results suggest that seismic codest  l  is s tri  r t, t  r s t  r s lts s st t t s is i  s 
 should preclude reduction in the design forces of the stiff-side elements  i   
below their values for symmetric-plan systems.  
Several earlier investigations (Goel and Chopra 1990; Tso and Hongshan   
1990) of the earthquake response of asymmetric-plan systems with equal      
stiffness and strength eccentricities, i.e., p = e" indicate that the largests  e  s,  
deformation, as well as the largest ductility demand, generally occurs in the,  
flexible-side elements, which were therefore interpreted as the most critical   
elements for design purposes. However, the preceding results for the system 
of Fig.  indicate that although the largest deformation among all the re­  1 i  
sisting elements of the code-designed asymmetric-plan systems for which p    e
 e
ss
 occurs in the flexible-side element, the largest ductility demand may«      ,      
occur in the stiff-side element. Thus, additional care is required not only in   i  . ,        
the design of flexible-side elements for deformation demand, but also in      i  , h    
the design of stiff-side elements for ductility demand;  similar observationt  i   ti i  l t   tilit  ; a i il  ti  
was also made by Rutenberg et al. (1989).s ls    t r  t l. ( ). 
Systems Designed by Various Codes
  
The inelastic response of the asymmetric-plan system of Fig. 1 with the      
element design forces determined according to various codes is compared
    
next. The differences in the element design forces arise only from the tor­s  
sional provisions in various codes because the base shear defined by (1) is
   
identical in each case. In particular, the corresponding symmetric-plan sys­
   .  ,    
tems are identical for all the codes with the same design base shear because
              
the accidental eccentricity is not considered in their design. Thus, the de­t  i t l tri it  i  t i r  i  t ir i . , t  ­
formation ratio u/uo and ductility ratio J..l/J..lo shown in Figs. 4 and 5 differ  j „    |x,-/|x0   .   i  
among systems designed by various codes because of differences in Ui and 
J..l;,u.,  whereas the responses Uuo0 and \L0 apply to all codes. Consequently, in 
        s  w,  
J..lo  
the subsequeI)t analysis of differences in system response designed by variousn   s   
codes, the response ratios and the response quantities have been used in­
 
terchangeably. 
The element deformation ratio w,/wo0 for short-period, acceleration~sen­el ion-sen­ i  u/u
sitive and medium-period, velocity-sensitive depends on the design code; 
however, the response of long-period, displacement-sensitive systems is es­    
sentially independent of the design code. In the short-period spectral region,t    
the deformation varies inversely with the strength provided by the variousi    
codes (Goel and Chopra 1990),  result that is consistent with earlier ob­  a     
servations for SDF systems (Veletsos and Vann 1971). Thus, the system      . ,   
designed by  which possesses the smallest strength, experiences the  UBC-88,     ,   
largest deformation, whereas the  system with the largest strengthl t ti ,  t  MFDC-87  t  it  t  l t t t  
undergoes the smallest deformation, and the deformation of systems de­r s t  s ll st f r ti ,  t  f r ti  f s st s ­
signed according to other codes falls between the two extremes (Figs.  andsi  r i  t  t r s f lls t  t  t  tr s ( i s. 4  
5). The deformation of medium-period systems also decreases with increas­).  f r ti  f i - ri  s st s ls  decre(:~;es it  i r s­
ing strength for some period values, but it may increase with strength fori  stre t  f r s e eri  al es, t it a  i crease it  stre t  f r 
other period values, which again is consistent with earlier results for SDFother period values, hich again is consistent ith earlier results for  
systems. Furthermore, because the structural deformation is known to besyste s. Further ore, because the structural defor ation is kno n to be 
insensitive to the strength of the system in the long-period region, theinsensitive to the strength of the syste  in the long-period region, the 
element deformations in systems designed by all the codes are essentiallyele ent defor ations in syste s designed by all the codes are essentially
the same in this period region.the sa e in this period region. 
The trends identified herein are generally applicable to systems with strengthi   
of stiff-side elements permitted to be below that of the symmetric-plan i      
system (Fig. 4), as well as to systems where such design force reduction is    
precluded (Fig. 5), except that the deformation tends to be smaller in the i    
latter case because of increased strength, especially for short-period systems.      
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ment Design Force below Its Symmetric-Plan Value is Permitted  
It may be noted that element deformations in systems designed according
      
to  and  axe the same in the latter case (Fig. 5) because MFDC-77   NBCC-85  r    
the strengths of the two systems are identical (Goel and Chopra 1990).    
It also is apparent from the results of Figs.  and  that although the   4  5  
deformations of resisting elements in the asymmetric-plan system depend     
on the design code, the differences are usually small except fors  MFDC-87.- . 
Such is the case because the strengths of various code-designed systems are    
not too different, except that systems designed according to  pos­t,  MFDC-87  
sess significantly larger strength in order to satisfy the strength eccentricitytl       
requirement, i.e., p &  - 0.1b (Goel and Chopra 1990).ep ~ ess O.l   
The building code by which the system is designed influences the ductility    
demand ratio u.,/|x0, and thus the ductility demand (x,, for the resistingJ.L/J.Lv'  J.L;   
elements; recall that u,J.Lv0 is independent of the design code. The ductility t   
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Symmetric-Plan Systems Designed by Various Codes; Reduction in Stiff-Side Ele­tri - l  t  i   ri  ; ti  i  tiff- i  l ­
ment Design Force Below Its Symmetric-Plan Value is Precludedt i  r  l  It  tri - l  l  i  r l  
demand on  resisting element varies inversely with its yield deformation a    
and increases proportional to the element deformation. Thus, systems de­  . 
signed by  which possess the smallest element yield deformation UBC-88,- , t  
(Fig. 2) and undergo the largest element deformation, especially in the short­.   r  t e largest ele e t defor ti , especi ll  i  t e short­
period region, experience the largest ductility demand. In contrast, systemsi  i , i  t  l t tilit  .  t t, t  
designed by  with the smallest element deformation and largesti   MFDC-87-  it  t  ll t l t f r ti n  l r t
element yield deformation (Fig. 2) undergo the smallest ductility demand.ele e t iel  ef r ati  ( i . ) er  t e s allest ctilit  e a . 
Responses for systems designed by other codes fall between the two ex­es ses f r s ste s esi e   t er c es fall et ee  t e t  e ­
tremes (Figs.  and 5).tre es ( i s. 4 a  ). 
If the yield force for the stiff-side element in an asymmetric-plan system  i   l   
is permitted to be smaller than its symmetric-plan value, the resulting forcei         ,    
reduction (Fig. 2) causes the ductility demand u., to be larger than its sym­ti  ig.   t  tilit   J.Li t   l  t  it  
metric-plan value u,D (Fig. 4). Among the codes considered, this increasetri - l  l  J.Lo ( i . ).  t   i r , t i  i r  
 in ductility demand is greatest in systems designed by UBC-88 and MFDC­      
77 with 0 = 1 (Fig. 4). If the reduction in element yield force because of 
plan asymmetry is precluded, i.e., 8  0 in (5), the ductility demand (x, onfl.;  
8 .   t  f 
  0 =
the stiff-side element in asymmetric-plan systems designed by any of the
     f  
codes becomes similar to its symmetric-plan value fl.o over a wide range of |x„  f 
periods (Fig. 5)..  
The ductility demand on the flexible-side element tends to be smaller
  t   
than on the stiff-side element or on the corresponding symmetric-plan system
    l   
(Figs. 4 and 5). This difference in ductility demands results primarily from. . e l   
the differences in element yield deformation, which is larger for the flexible­  ,    -
side element compared with the stiff-side element or the symmetric-plan i e t   
system (Fig. 2). Codes such as  and  which. .  NBCC-85,, MFDC-77,   MFDC-87,   
specify a  1, lead to  larger increase in the yield deformation of theex >   a   tion f  
flexible-side element (Fig. 2), which therefore experiences smaller ductility    
demand compared with other codes; short-period systems designed accord­     i    
ing to  tend to experience the smallest ductility demand because  MFDC-87          
the element deformation is smaller than in systems designed by other codes.t  l t f r ti  i  ll r t  i  t  i   t r . 
The previously mentioned trends are similar in systems with design force r i l  ti  tr  r  i il r i  t  it  i  f r  
reduction in stiff-side element (Fig. 4) and without such force reductionre cti  i  stiff-si e ele e t ( i . ) a  it t s c  f rce re cti  (Fig. 5) primarily because the yield deformation of the flexible-side element( ig. 5) pri arily because the yield defor ation of the flexible-side ele ent 
is identical in the two types of systems (Fig. 2).is identical in the t o types of syste s ( ig. 2). 
The preceding results demonstrate that element deformations of systems  t ti s f  
designed according to most building codes, except  are not very MFDC-87,   
different; however, the ductility demands may differ significantly among r i tly  
these systems. If reduction in design force of the stiff-side element below    i e t  
its symmetric-plan value is permitted, the yVZ?CC-85-designed system hasit  t i l  l  i  itt , t  NBC -85-desi  t   
the desirable property that the ductility demand on the stiff-side element ist  i l  t  t t t  tilit    t  ti -side l t i  
closest, among all codes considered, to its symmetric-plan value (Fig. 4). Ifl s st,  ll s si r , t  its s tri - l  l  ( i . ). If 
such design force reduction is not permitted, the ductility demands on thes c  esi  f rce re cti  is t er itte , t e ctilit  e a s  t e 
stiff-side element of systems designed according to all codes considered,stiff-si e ele e t f s ste s esi e  acc r i  t  all c es c si ere , 
except  are similar and close to or slightly below the symmetric-except MFDC-87,-87, are si ilar and close to or slightly belo  the sy etric­
plan value. In particular, the ductility demand on the stiff-side element inplan value. In particular, the ductility de and on the stiff-side ele ent in 
the Mf£>C-S7-designed system tends to be significantly reduced becausethe FDC-87-designed syste  tends to be significantly reduced because 
of plan asymmetry, suggesting that the additional requirement imposed inof plan asy etry, suggesting that the additional require ent i posed in 
this code to restrict the strength eccentricity may be unnecessary.this code to restrict the strength eccentricity ay be unnecessary. 
ELASTIC RESPONSE 
It is the intent of most seismic codes that buildings suffer no damage    fer   
during some, usually unspecified, level of moderate ground shaking. Thus,,     
the elastic response of asymmetric-plan systems designed according to sev­   
eral building codes is examined next.   
The normalized deformationi  u;luju0o and ductility demand u., are presented  fl.i  
in the form of response spectra for the El Centro ground motion;            values 
for other parameters are fixed: ejr  0.5,. , R 1, and = 5%. =  1f r t r r t r  r  fi : ,Jr = = ,  £~ . R 
implies that the design strength  of the corresponding symmetric-plani li  t t t  i  tr t  V f t  rr i  tri - l  
system is just sufficient for it to remain elastic during the selected excitation.t  is j t ffi i t f r it t  r i  l ti  ri  t  l t  it ti . 
However, as will be shown in subsequent sections, the code-designed, asym­e er, as ill e s  i  s se e t secti s, t e c e- esi e , as ­
metric-plan system may not remain elastic.etric-plan syste  ay not re ain elastic. 
Systems Designed by   UBC-88C-88 
The deformation of resisting elements in systems designed by ti   i ti  l t  i  t  i   UBC-88 
may be significantly affected by plan asymmetry. The deformation of the  i i i tl  t d  l  t .  tion f t  
 stiff-side element is reduced because of plan asymmetry for most short­
        -
period, acceleration-sensitive and medium-period, velocity-sensitive sys­
  ti  
tems, whereas deformation of the flexible-side element in such systems is
   t   
considerably increased (Fig. 6). The element deformations of long-period,.  i s f  
displacement-sensitive systems are essentially unaffected by plan asymmetry
 ted  
(Fig. 6).. . 
The ductility demand for stiff-side and flexible-side elements in the asym­i     
metric-plan system exceeds one in some period ranges (Fig. 6), indicating
   
yielding in these elements, which were designed to remain elastic if the
   
building plan were symmetric. The stiff-side element yields more if its designi      
force is permitted to fall below its symmetric-plan value because this results    
in smaller yield deformation (Fig. 2). As  corollary, this element yields i   a t  
less if reduction in its strength is not permitted. The flexible-side element     i   
yields primarily because of its significantly larger deformation (Fig. 6) com­ tl   ti n -
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 pared to the symmetric-plan system, although its yield deformation is also
  tion  
larger (Fig. 2). However, its ductility demand is unaffected whether reduc­. .  cted r 
tion in the stiff-side element design force is permitted or not because thei    t      
peak deformation as well as the yield deformation of the flexible-side ele­
 ti n   i  
ment is unaffected by such reduction.
 ted  
Systems Designed by Various Codes 
The results of Figs. 7 and 8 show that the normalized element deformation,t def r ti  
u/uo , is essentially independent of the design code over a wide range of 
period values, and, as
 mentioned earlier, at each period value    uU0o does not 
Uj/u0,  t   f 
 
vary with the code. Therefore, the element deformations are essentially	   ti s   
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independent of the design code, which results from the fact that asymmetric-   ­
plan systems designed with  1 [see (1)] respond only slightly beyond     R =
the elastic range, in which case the differences in the strengths of systems  ,     es    f  
designed by various codes (Goel and Chopra 1990) have very little influence            
on the response. These and the subsequent observations are valid regardless t  r .   t  t r ti  r  li  r r l  
of whether the design force for the stiff-side element is permitted to fallf et er t e esi  f rce f r t e stiff-si e ele e t is er itte  t  fall 
below its symmetric-plan value (Figs.  and 8).belo  its sy etric-plan value ( igs. 77 and 8). 
Although the element deformation ut in systems designed by various codes i  Ui   
is essentially identical, the ductility demand |x, may differ significantly be­  ,    f.Li  f r i tly 
cause the ductility demand of  resisting element varies inversely with its     a       
one, which does not happen for most period  (Figs.  and 8). Thus, 
yield deformation; note that inelastic behavior is implied when |x, exceedsi l  f r ti ; t  t t i l ti  i r i  i li   f.Li  
, i  s t  f r st ri  valuesl s ( i s. 7  ). s, 
 systems designed by UBC-88,, which possess the smallest element yield de­     t 
formation (Fig. 2), experience the largest element  ductility demands, whereas. ,    
systems designed by MFDC-87  with the largest element yield forces undergo t  
the smallest element ductility demands; responses of systems designed by
     
other codes fall between these two extremes. The ductility demand on the
   t  
flexible-side element is essentially the same in systems designed by MFDC­
77,, NBCC-85,, and  because the element yield deformation is 
   -
 MFDC-87  en"t tion i
identical (Fig. 2). Similarly, if the yield force of the stiff-side element isi . .    -side t i  
not permitted to be below its symmetric-plan value, the ductility demand    
on this element is the same in systems designed by     UBC-88, MFDC-77,- , 
and  (Fig. 8) because the element yield deformation is identical NBCC-85  i .   ti n   
(Fig. 2)..  
The preceding results demonstrate that although symmetric-plan systems 
with lateral yield force given by
 (1) with R = 1 would remain elastic during 
   l  
 
the selected ground motion, similarly designed asymmetric-plan systems mayl   
deform into the inelastic range. Also, because of torsional motions, the    t  
element deformations may significantly exceed their deformation in the  tl    tion t  
corresponding symmetric plan system. Thus, the asymmetric-plan systemsl   
may experience structural damage due to yielding and non-structural dam­t l 
age resulting from increased deformation. f r  
MODIFICATIONS IN DESIGN ECCENTRICITY
  
The results of preceding sections indicate that deformations and ductility i s  
demands on resisting elements in  code-designed, asymmetric-plan system  a  l   
differ from those for the corresponding symmetric-plan system. However,r  l   
it would be desirable that the responses of the two systems be similar so     
that the earthquake performance of the asymmetric-plan system would be      l     
similar to, and specifically no worse than, that of the symmetric-plan system.i il r t ,  ifi ll   r  t , t t f t  tri - l  t .
To investigate this issue further, the responses of asymmetric-plan systems, i ti t  t i  i  f rt r, t  r  f tri - l  t ,
with their element yield forces computed from (4) and (5) with three dif­it  t ir l t i l  f r  t  fr  ( )  ( ) it  t r  if­
ferent  of 8 = 1,0.5,, 0. , and 0, area  , are compared in Fig.r  i  i . 9. The. e first value,first l ,fere t valuesal es f 0  
8 =  1, is typical of several codes:  and  8 = o , is t ical f se eral c es: UBC-88,- , MFDC-77,- , a  NZC-84;- ; 0 
0.5 is specified in  and 8 =  implies no reduction in the stiff­0.5 is specified in NBCC-85;-85; and 0  00 i plies no reduction in the stiff­
side element design force. In all cases, a == 11 and four different values ofside ele ent design force. In all cases, a and four different values of 
1, 2, 4, and 8, were considered (1). The ductility demand of the stiff-R,, 1, 2, 4, and 8, ere considered (1). The ductility de and of the stiff­
side element is the only response quantity presented because other responsesside ele ent is the only response quantity presented because other responses 
are affected very little by 8. It is apparent that the ductility demand u., onare affected very little by o. It is apparent that the ductility demand fLi on 
the stiff-side element in the asymmetric-plan systems designed with 8 = 0the stiff-side element in the asymmetric-plan systems designed with 0 = 0 
is generally below the element ductility demand |x0, if the system plan wereis generally below the element ductility demand fLo> if the system plan were 
symmetric. However, for some period values, precluding reduction of stiff-symmetric. However, for some period values, precluding reduction of stiff­
side element design force (8 = 0) is not sufficient to keep |x, below |JL0. Toside element design force (0 = 0) is not sufficient to keep fLi below fLo' To
achieve this objective, perhaps this design force should be increased relativeachieve this objective, perhaps this design force should be increased relative 
to its symmetric-plan value, which implies a negative value of 8 in (3); suchto its symmetric-plan value, which implies a negative value of 0 in (3); such 
a suggestion appeared in several earlier works on elastic systems (Pekaua suggestion appeared in several earlier works on elastic systems (Pekau
and Rutenberg 1987; Rutenberg and Pekau 1987, 1989).and Rutenberg 1987; Rutenberg and Pekau 1987, 1989). 
Even if such  reduction in the stiff-side element design force is precluded,  a  i e t   
earlier inelastic response results for systems designed with  R = 4 have dem­
onstrated that the ductility demand on the flexible-side element may bet t  t t t  tilit    t  l i l i  l t   
reduced because of plan asymmetry (Figs. 3-5). Thus, the ductility capacity   l  tr  ( i . . , t  tilit  it  
of the flexible-side element is underutilized in an asymmetric-plan systemf t  fl i l -si  l t is r tili  i   s tri - l  s st
if it is designed for the ductility demand in  symmetric-plan system. Toif it is designed for the ductility de and in aa sy etric-plan syste .  
better utilize the element ductility capacity, the design eccentricity ed in (3a)better utilize the ele ent ductility capacity, the design eccentricity e  in ( ) 
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Results are Presented for Three Values of 8, Fixed a  1 and 0[3 0,  and R 1,
  , CI. =  = = 
2,4, or 8 4,
to reduce the strength of this element.should be modified by decreasing  a    
On the other hand, for systems with R = 1, i. e. ,, systems designed to remain   .  
elastic if their plan is symmetric and no accidental eccentricity is considered,     
the ductility demand on the flexible-side element in an asymmetric-plan   
system may exceed one indicating yielding of the element because of tor­    
sional motions (Figs. 6-8). Thus, the strength of this element should be     
increased by increasing  in (3a) to compute the design eccentricity ed.   a i   t  t  t  i  t i it  ' 
To further investigate these concepts, the responses of asymmetric-planr    
systems with their element yield forces computed from (4) and (5) with 
three different valuet  of  a are compared in Fig. 10. In addition to = 1, 
  
 .  a 
two larger  are considered for systems designed with  = 1 or 2, two values   R  
smaller  are considered when  = 8, and one smaller and another values   R  
larger value are selected when  = 4. The ductility demand of the flexible- R     ­
side element is the only response quantity presented because other response     
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quantities are affected very little by a. These results demonstrate that int  0'.  t  
order to keep the ductility demand on the flexible-side element in the  t  
asymmetric-plan system below its symmetric-plan value, a0' should be se­  l  
lected as follows: a  if  8; a  1.5 if  and 4; and a  if   0' = 1  R =  0' = .   R = 2    0' =  2 if 
R = 1.. However, the optimal a-values may differ with the ground motion.,     fer    . 
Thus, response results should be generated for several ground motions to, r  r lt  l   r t  f r r l r  ti  t  
determine for code use the coefficient a, which should depend on the designt r i  f r   t  ffi ient 0', i  l    t  i
value of the reduction factorvalue of the reduction factor R.. 
Even if the asymmetric-plan system can be designed for significant yield­    i a t 
ing in such  way that the ductility demand on the flexible-side element a  i   
does not exceed the symmetric-plan value, the element deformation may t  t  t i l  l , t  l t tion 
still be larger because of plan asymmetry. It may not be possible to reducetill  l r r  f l  tr . It  t  i l  t  r  
this deformation by increasing the strength of the system because, as shownt is f r ti   i r si  t  str t  f t  s st  s , s s  
by the responses of SDF systems (Veletsos and Vann 1971), the deforma­ t  r s s s f  s st s ( l ts s   ), t  f r ­
 tion of a medium-period, velocity-sensitive system is not strongly affected    
by its strength and it is for such systems that the additional deformation
     
due to plan asymmetry is most significant (Figs. 3-5). Because increasing
  t    
the strength of a system beyond that required for it to remain elastic would     
not influence its response if it is within the elastic range, the additional
   
deformations of elastic systems resulting from plan asymmetry also cannot
     
be reduced. Thus, these larger deformations should be provided for in the
     
design of asymmetric-plan structures.  
DUAL DESIGN PHILOSOPHYI  
It is widely accepted that most buildings should be designed to: (1) Safely
     
dissipate vibrational energy through inelastic action during intense ground
  
shaking; and (2) remain structurally undamaged during moderate ground
    
shaking. The first design requirement leads to the yield forces for which the   
structural elements should be designed to ensure that their ductility capacity    
is not exceeded during intense ground shaking. The second design require­  
ment defines the strength required for the structural elements to remain    
elastic during moderate ground motion. Obviously, the larger of the two  f   
forces for each element is the critical design force.   
The element design force in an asymmetric-plan system depends on the   
base shear  and the design eccentricity ed (3). The base shear depends on V      
the elastic spectrum and the selected reduction factor  (1). As indicated  R  
by the preceding section, the design eccentricity should be defined differ­   i  
ently for elastic and inelastic systems; in particular, the coefficient a and icient Ct  
thus d should increase as the reduction factor  decreases. Thus, twot  ed l  i   t  ti  t  R . , t  valuesl  
of the design force corresponding to the two levels of shaking should be t  i   i  t  t  t  l l   i  l   
computed for each resisting element from (4) and (5) using the appropriatet  f r  r sisti  l t fr  ( )  ( ) si  t  r ri t
values of R and a, and the critical design force should be taken as the largerl s f a  Ct,  t  riti l si  f r  s l   t  s t  l r r 
of the two forces.f t e t  f rces. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation of the effects of plan asymmetry on the earthquake  t    
response of one-story systems designed by various codes, and how well these    
effects are represented by the torsional provisions in building codes, has         ,  
led to the following conclusions.    . 
The inelastic response of code-designed asymmetric-plan systems gen­   l  
erally differs from that of the corresponding symmetric-plan systems. Planll  i   t t  t  i  t i l  t . l  
asymmetry tends to increase the deformation of the flexible-side element andti   i  t  
reduce the deformation of the stiff-side element in medium-period, velocity- t  ti   t  ti i  l t i  i i , l it ­
sensitive systems; however, the element deformations are affected little foriti  t ; , t  l t ti s  ted littl   
short-period, acceleration-sensitive systems and long-period, displacement­s rt- ri , l r ti -s siti  s st s  l - ri , is l t­
sensitive systems.se siti e s ste s. 
stiff-side resisting element with design force smaller than its symmetric-A     ­
plan value, which is permitted by some codes, experiences increased ductility     
demand because of plan asymmetry. However, if the force reduction is  i   
precluded, as in some codes, the ductility demand on this element is roughlyl ,  i   , t  tilit    t i  l t i  l
unaffected by plan asymmetry. The ductility demand on theff t   l  s tr .  tilit    t  flexible-sidefl i l -si  
element in an asymmetric-plan system is significantly smaller than in thel t i   s tri - l  s st  is si ifi tl  s ll r t  i  t  
symmetric plan system, with exceptions at few periods, regardless of whethers etric la  s ste , it  e ce ti s at fe  eri s, re ar less f et er 
or not the design force reduction for the stiff-side element is permitted.r not the design force reduction for the stiff-side ele ent is per itted. 
Although symmetric-plan systems designed with 7?  1 are expected to t    R =  
 remain elastic during the design ground motion, similarly designed asym­ 
metric-plan systems may deform into the inelastic range. Also, because of   f 
torsional motions, the element deformation may significantly exceed the de­ ti  tl  
formation of the corresponding symmetric-plan system. Thus, asymmetric-    ­
plan systems designed with R =  1 may experience structural damage due 
to yielding and nonstructural damage resulting from increased deformations.    
Building code provisions do not ensure that the deformation and ductility  ti   
demands on an asymmetric-plan system are similar to those on  similarly  a  
designed symmetric-plan system. This suggests that the design eccentricity  
should be modified. This goal can usually be achieved for stiff-side elements i e  
by precluding any reduction in their design forces below their symmetric-  ­
plan values;  = 0 in the design eccentricity ed', is equivalent to this re­   8  
quirement. However, for some periods values, this requirement is not suf­. ,    ,     
ficient and the design force for this element should be increased relative toi i t  t  i    t i  l t l   i  l ti  t  
its symmetric-plan value, which implies  negative value of 8.it  t i l  l , i  i li  a ti  l   . 
Similarly, the ductility demand on the flexible-side element can be kept   
below and close to its symmetric-plan value by modifying the coefficient a i  i ient ex 
in the design eccentricity  ed.. The optimal value of a in (3) depends on the ex  
design value of the reduction factor and may differ with the groundr      R  
motion. Thus, response results should be generated for several ground mo­. ,         
tions to determine the coefficient a appropriate for use in building codes.ti  t  t i  t  i ient ex i t    i  il i  . 
However, it does not appear possible to reduce the additional element, it  t  i l  t   t  iti l l t 
deformations due to plan asymmetry by modifying the design eccentricity;f r ti s  t  l  s tr   if i  t  si  tri it ;
these large deformations should be provided for in building design.t ese lar e ef r ati s s l  e r i e  f r i  il i  esi . 
It is widely accepted that most buildings should be designed to: (1) Safely    
dissipate vibrational energy though inelastic action during intense ground 
shaking; and (2) remain structurally undamaged during moderate ground    
shaking. Explicit implementation of this dual design philosophy is especially    
important for asymmetric-plan buildings because the design eccentricity        
should be defined differently for elastic and inelastic systems, and should   tly     ,   
vary with the reduction factor  in the latter case. Thus, two  of the it  t  ti  t  R i  t  l tt  . , t  valuesl   t  
design force, corresponding to two levels of shaking, should be computedi  , i  t  t  l l   i , l   t
for each resisting element, using appropriate  of  and ed, and thef r  r sisti  l t, si  r ri t  valuesl s f R  '  t  
critical design force should be taken as the larger of the two forces.riti l si  f r  s l   t  s t  l r r f t  t  f r s. 
For reasons of brevity, response results presented were restricted to     a 
single ground motion; however,  parallel set of results is available for  a     
another excitation in Goel and Chopra (1990), which also shows that the    
response trends are generally similar in the corresponding spectral regions   
of the two excitations. Thus, the conclusions derived from  single ground   . ,     a   
motion in this paper are likely to carry over to the corresponding spectral   ry   
regions of other ground motions as well.i   t   ti   ll. 
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